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In this study, we use mutual information from information theory to investigate non-

linearcorrelationbetweengeomagneticactivity indicatedbyauroral electrojet (AE) index

with both the global ultra low frequency (ULF) Pc5 wave power and medium energy

(≥30 keV) electron precipitation at the central outer radiation belt. To investigate the

energyandmagnetic local time (MLT)dependenceof thenon-linearity,wecalculate the

mutual information and Pearson correlation coefficient separately for three different

energy ranges (30–100 keV, 100–300 keV and ≥300 keV) and four different MLT

sectors (0–6, 6–12, 12–18, 18–24). We compare results from 2 years 2004 and

2007 representing geomagnetically more active and less active years, respectively.

The correlation analysis between the AE index and electron precipitation shows a clear

MLT and energy dependence in both active and quiet conditions. In the two lowest

energy ranges of the medium energy electrons (30–100 keV and 100–300 keV) both

non-linear correlation and Pearson correlation indicate strong dependencewith the AE

index in the dawn sector. The linear dependence indicated by the Pearson correlation

coefficient decreases fromdawn to duskwhile the change in the non-linear correlation

is smaller indicatingan increase in thenon-linearity fromdawntodusk.Thenon-linearity

between theAE index andelectron precipitation is larger at allMLT sectors exceptMLTs

6–12 during geomagnetically more active year when larger amount of the activity is

driven by interplanetary coronalmass ejections (ICMEs) compared to lower activity year

with high speed stream (HSS) and stream interaction region (SIR) driven activity. These

results indicate that the processes leading to electron precipitation becomemore non-

linear in the dusk and during geomagnetically more active times when the activity is

driven by ICMEs. The non-linearity between the AE index and global ULF Pc5 activity is

relatively lowand seemsnot tobe affectedby thedifference in thegeomagnetic activity

during the 2 years studied.
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1 Introduction

Earth’s radiation belts (e.g., Van Allen, 1981; Li and Hudson,

2019) are occupied by energetic electrons and ions that are

trapped in the geomagnetic field. The outer radiation belt

above L ≳ 3 consists mostly of energetic electrons from a few

hundred keVs up to ultra-relativistic energies. The behavior of

energetic electrons is affected by multiple different waves modes

that are present in the inner magnetosphere (e.g., Baker et al.,

2019). The main source of the medium energy electrons (tens to

hundreds of keVs) are injections from the Earth’s magnetotail

during substorms (e.g., Jaynes et al., 2015a). The substorm

activity in the magnetotail is captured well by the auroral

electrojet (AE) index (e.g., Newell and Gjerloev, 2011). AE

index measures the total electrojet activity at the auroral

latitudes. It is calculated from magnetometer stations located

under the auroral oval as a difference between the AU and AL

indices (AE = AU-AL), which are measures of the maximum

magnetic field perturbation caused by the strongest eastward and

westward currents of the auroral oval, respectively (Davis and

Sugiura, 1966). AE index below 300 nT indicates quiet time

conditions, during medium activity AE index is 300–1500 nT

and AE index increases over 1500 nT during intense AE activity.

In a recent statistical study, Nesse Tyssøy et al. (2021)

demonstrated that AE index is a good proxy for the

precipitation of the medium energy electrons (≥ 30 keV).
Whistler-mode chorus waves have been found to act as both

loss and acceleration mechanism of the radiation belt electrons

(e.g., Kennel and Petschek, 1966; Reeves et al., 2003; Thorne et al.,

2013; Artemyev et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014). Chorus waves are

driven by the anisotropic distribution function of the electrons

injected from the plasma sheet during a substorm process and

they are mainly observed on dawn side from midnight to noon

(e.g., Meredith et al., 2020). They are right-hand polarized waves

that are observed usually in two frequency bands: lower-band

chorus waves with frequencies 0.1–0.5 fce and upper-band chorus

waves with frequencies 0.5–0.8 fce, where fce is the equatorial

electron cyclotron frequency. The cyclotron resonant

interactions between the radiation belt electrons and the

chorus waves may progressively accelerate lower energy

electrons to high energies up to MeVs (e.g., Jaynes et al.,

2015b). The chorus wave generation, growth and subsequent

wave-particle interactions can also scatter electrons of keVs to

hundreds of keVs into the loss cone causing them to precipitate

to the upper atmosphere causing both the diffuse (e.g. Thorne

et al., 2010; Ni et al., 2016) and pulsating (Nishimura et al., 2010;

Kasahara et al., 2018) aurora. Lam et al. (2010) conducted a

correlation analysis between the precipitating > 30 keV electron

fluxes and bounce averaged pitch angle diffusion coefficients for

lower-band chorus during strong geomagnetic activity (AE

> 300 nT). They found high linear Pearson correlation

coefficients (> 0.8) at morning hours and at larger L-shells

(L > 5.1). The upper-band chorus waves have been found to

cause the resonant scattering of < 5 keV electrons whereas for

higher energy electrons (30–100 keV) the lower-band chorus

waves are the dominant scattering process especially near the

edge of the loss cone (e.g., Ni et al., 2008).

The electron population in the outer radiation belt is also

affected by ultra low frequency (ULF) waves in the Pc4

(6.7–22 mHz corresponding to period of 45–150 s) and Pc5

(1.7–6.7 mHz corresponding to period of 150–600 s) range

(e.g., Elkington et al., 2003; Shprits et al., 2008; Mann et al.,

2013, 2016; Zong et al., 2017). These waves can be generated

externally by the solar wind-magnetosphere interactions (e.g.,

Kepko and Spence, 2003; Rae et al., 2005; Claudepierre et al.,

2008, 2010; Zhang et al., 2010; Hwang and Sibeck, 2016; Wang

et al., 2017) or internally by the drift-bounce resonance, which

can be driven by ions injected from the magnetotail during

substorms (e.g. Chen and Hasegawa, 1991; Zolotukhina et al.,

2008; James et al., 2016; Yamakawa et al., 2019). Pc5 ULF waves

can be divided to toroidal and poloidal modes (or combinations

of both modes), based on the direction of magnetic field

fluctuations. Magnetic field fluctuations of the toroidal mode

oscillate in the azimuthal direction and poloidal mode is observed

in the radial magnetic field component (Hudson et al., 2004). The

toroidal ULF mode can reach the ground magnetometers but the

poloidal mode can only be observed from the spacecraft

observations (Shi et al., 2018). ULF waves can accelerate

radiation belt electrons via drift resonance causing radial

diffusion (e.g., Elkington et al., 1999; Elkington et al., 2003)

and can increase the energetic electron flux up to an order of

magnitude (Su et al., 2015).

Previous studies have demonstrated that the statistical

dependence between the solar wind and the radiation belts

and their electrons in the inner magnetosphere can be non-

linear in nature (e.g., Reeves et al., 2011; Kellerman and Shprits,

2012; Wing et al., 2016, 2021; Simms et al., 2021). For example,

the combined simultaneous or subsequent interaction of

different wave modes with the radiation belt electrons can be

non-linear (Simms et al., 2018, 2021). However, commonly used

Pearson correlation coefficient only measures the linear

dependencies and does not unveil the possible non-linear

correlations. Information theory techniques such as mutual

information can be used to reveal non-linear dependencies

(e.g. Johnson and Wing, 2005; Wing et al., 2016; Cameron

et al., 2019; Wing et al., 2021; Osmane et al., 2022). These

techniques have been previously used in space plasma physics

to study e.g., geoeffectiveness of solar wind shocks with different

front orientations (Cameron et al., 2019), solar wind drivers of

radiation belt electron fluxes (Wing et al., 2016, 2021) and how

geostationary seed and relativistic electron fluxes correlate with

the ULF waves (Osmane et al., 2022).

In this paper, we utilize mutual information from

information theory to quantify the non-linear correlation

coefficient and compare it with the linear Pearson correlation

coefficient between substorm activity indicated by the AE index
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and global Pc5 ULF wave power and AE index and precipitating

medium energy electrons at L-shells from 5 to 7. We compare

results from years 2004 and 2007, representing geomagnetically

more active and less active years, respectively. The correlation

analysis between the AE index and geosynchronous and

groundbased Pc5 ULF wave indices indicate low non-linearity.

FIGURE 1
Overview of the solar wind parameters, IMF north-south component Bz, number density n, solar wind speed, dynamic pressure pdyn and AE
index from 2004 (A–E) and 2007 (F–J).
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We investigate the correlation between the AE index and electron

precipitation separately for three different energy ranges of the

medium energy electrons (30–100 keV, 100–300 keV and

> 300 keV) and from four MLT sectors (0–6, 6–12, 12–18,

18–24). This paper is organized as follows. The data and the

methods used in this study are described in Section 2, the results

are presented in Section 3, and discussed in Section 4.

2 Data and methods

2.1 Solar wind and geomagnetic activity

The solar wind plasma parameters, the interplanetary magnetic

field (IMF), and the auroral electrojet index (AE) are obtained from

the NASA OMNIWeb (https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov). Solar wind

OMNI data (plotted in Figure 1) is propagated to the Earth’s bow

shock. We use OMNI data with 1 min resolution and calculate the

hourly maximum for the AE index, AEmax, which is used in the

mutual information and correlation calculations, because we are

interested in the impact of the peak geomagnetic activity. The

correlation coefficient and mutual information with different

time offsets behaves very similarly for both the hourly maximum

and hourly mean of the AE index but the latter yields slightly lower

values.

2.2 Wave activity

ULF wave indices, Tgeo and Tgr, are 1 h resolution

measurements of the total spectral power of the magnetic field

fluctuations from geosynchronous and ground based

observations, respectively, in the 2–7 mHz frequency band

obtained from the data archive: http://ulf.gcras.ru/archive.html

(Kozyreva et al., 2007). The ground based ULF wave index Tgr is

obtained from ground-based magnetometers at 60°–70° latitude

from the Northern hemisphere. The geosynchronous Tgeo is

calculated using the data from GOES spacecraft that are

located on the geosynchronous orbit at 6.6 RE on the

equatorial plane. The ULF wave indices used in this study are

defined as logarithm in base 10 of the total spectral power.

2.3 Precipitating electrons

Electron precipitation data is obtained from polar-orbiting

low-altitude Polar Operational Environmental Satellite (POES).

The Medium Energy Proton and Electron Detector (MEPED)

instrument of the Space Environment Monitor (SEM-2) Suite on

board POES spacecraft (NOAA-15, NOAA-16, NOAA-17,

NOAA-18 and MetOp-02) measures electrons with 0° and 90°

telescopes. At higher latitudes, where the magnetic field lines are

almost radial, the 0° telescope measures primarily the electrons in

the loss cone while 90° measures the trapped electron population,

but it can flip to opposite at the lower latitudes (Asikainen and

Mursula, 2013). The angle of view of both telescopes is 30° and

they measure electrons in the energy channels > 30 keV,

> 100 keV, > 300 keV. The proton contamination and other

instrumental problems affecting the POES measurements (see

e.g. Rodger et al., 2013) have been corrected from the POES data

used in this study (Asikainen and Mursula, 2013; Asikainen,

2017). We want to focus on the region of the outer radiation belt

outside the plasmapause, therefore, we use electron precipitation

observations at the L shells from 5 to 7 and all MLTs divided into

four sectors (0–6, 6–12, 12–18, 18–24 MLT).

At high latitudes local bounce loss cone is usually larger than

the field of view of the POES telescopes, and thus the 0° telescope

underestimates the precipitating electrons, while at the higher

latitudes the 90° telescope observes part of the precipitating flux

(e.g., Hargreaves et al., 2010; Rodger et al., 2013). Therefore we

estimate the precipitating flux, Jprecip, as geometric mean between

the parallel and perpendicular fluxes, J0 and J90, respectively,

following the approach used by Hargreaves et al. (2010), Rodger

et al. (2013), George et al. (2020), and Nesse Tyssøy et al. (2022):

Jprecip � ������
J0 · J90

√
. (1)

We note that some amount of trapped population seen

by 90° telescope of POES spacecraft is always included in the

estimated Jprecip, which could cause underestimation of the

total precipitated flux during time periods when the trapped

electron flux is low and precipitated flux is high as well as

overestimation of the total flux during times of high trapped

flux. Nevertheless, this approach will provide much better

estimation for the qualitative analysis of the electron

precipitation in this study compared to using only the 0°

telescope measurements. To calculate the estimated

precipitation separately for each energy range

30–100 keV, 100–300 keV, and > 300 keV, we first

subtract the higher energy range channel from the lower

ones (i.e. to get the 30–100 keV electrons the channel > 100
keV is subtracted from channel > 30 keV) before calculating
Jprecip.

2.4 Mutual information

Pearson correlation coefficient only measures linear correlation

between two quantities and does not detect the relationships that are

non-linear in nature. A useful measure that also considers non-

linear relationships is Mutual Information (MI) from information

theory (e.g. Li, 1990; Cover and Thomas, 2006). It quantifies the

amount of information that random variables X and Y share. The

method is described more in detail by Osmane et al. (2022) but it is

presented briefly below. Entropy,H, is commonly used as ameasure

of the uncertainty, which for each variable can be defined as
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H X( ) � − ∑
x∈X

p x( )logp x( ); H Y( ) � −∑
y∈Y

p y( )logp y( )
(2)

where p(x) and p(y) refer to probability mass functions of

variables X and Y, respectively. The joint entropy of the two

variables is

H X,Y( ) � −∑
x,y

p x, y( )log p x, y( )( ) (3)

The mutual informationMI between two variables X and Y is

defined as:

MI X,Y( ) � H X( ) +H Y( ) −H X,Y( )
� ∑

y∈Y
∑
x∈X

p x, y( )log2 p x, y( )
p x( )p y( )( ), (4)

where p (x, y) is the joint probability mass function of X and Y.

Mutual information is invariant with respect to

reparametrization of the variables, i.e., MI(X, Y) = MI(X′, Y′)
for homeomorphisms X′ = F(X) and Y′ = G(Y) (Kraskov et al.,

2004). This means, for example, that the value of mutual

information is same for MI(X, Y) and MI(log X, log Y).

Mutual information contains both linear and non-linear

information from the relation between two variables. In a case

where the two variables have normal distributions and the joint

distribution is a bivariate normal, MI can be compared to the

linear correlation coefficient, ρ, through:

MI � −1
2
log 1 − ρ2( ), (5)

giving an estimation for the information adjusted correlation for

the certain value of MI:

ρadj �
��������
1 − 2−2MI

√
, (6)

which can be applied for any joint distribution of two variables.

Information adjusted correlation coefficient, ρadj, can be

compared with the Pearson correlation coefficient to give an

estimation if the Pearson correlation has underestimated the

dependence of the two variables due to existing non-linearities.

In this study, we quantify the non-linearity as:

1 − |ρP|
ρadj

. (7)

If the information adjusted correlation is larger than the linear

Pearson correlation coefficient, the investigated variables have some

statistically significant non-linear dependencies and the non-

linearity term becomes larger. In the case of the information

adjusted correlation being comparable to the Pearson correlation,

the non-linear dependencies are not significant or they are not

present and the non-linearity is close to zero.

We follow the same procedure to calculate the MI for two

variables as Osmane et al. (2022) by binning the data sets used

using Freedman-Diaconis rule (Freedman and Diaconis,

1981). This method discretizes the variables, which leads to

biases in the in the estimation of the MI that depend on the

total number of the measurement points (N) and the statistical

dependence between the two variables studied. To estimate an

error for the mutual information caused by the discretization

of the variables, we calculate so called zero baseline level

similarly as described by Osmane et al. (2022). This is done

by calculating the mutual information for 200 shuffles of the

data sets for each time lag and calculating its standard

deviation σMI. In Figure 2 and 4 the baseline is shown as

the orange line and the shaded area is 3σMI. We estimate the

error of the ρadj by calculating error propagation using

Equation 6, where we use ΔMI = 3σMI. For the Pearson

correlation coefficient we estimate the error by calculating

the correlation coefficient for 200 shuffles of the two data sets,

and the error is three times the standard deviation of the result

(ΔρP = 3σP).

Mutual information is an integrated measure over how

connected two variables are. In order to investigate how the

certain values of the two variables are connected, a pointwise

mutual information can be used. Definition of pointwise mutual

information (PMI) is

PMI x, y( ) � log2
p x, y( )

p x( )p y( )( ). (8)

PMI can be used to investigate if a pair of x and y values occur

together more often than would be expected from two

independent distributions. The parameter would be zero for

all x and y if X and Y were independent. PMI for some pair

of x and y tells that they occur together 2PMI times more/less often

than they would for independent distributions (e.g., Cameron

et al., 2019). For example, PMI> 1 tells that the pair of observed x

and y occurs more than twice as often (> 21) as would be

expected from independent variables. Similarly PMI< − 1

means that the observed pair of x and y occurred less than

half as frequently (< 2−1) than they would have occurred for

independent variables.

3 Results

We compare data from two different years: year 2004 that

coincides with early declining phase of Solar Cycle 23 and year

2007 that coincides with the late declining phase of the cycle

23. Figure 1 shows the solar wind conditions and geomagnetic

activity from both years from the OMNI data base with 1 min

resolution. Year 2004 features a few periods of particularly

intense AE activity (AE > 1500 nT) associated to strong

Earth-impacting interplanetary coronal mass ejections

(ICMEs; e.g., Kilpua et al., 2017), but overall both years

have frequent medium and intense level AE activity (AE

~ 500 − 1500 nT). During the year 2004, however, AE
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activity seems more continuous while in 2007 it increases and

wanes periodically. This likely reflects that in 2007 the clear

majority of geomagnetically active periods were related to

stream interaction regions (SIRs) and high speed solar wind

streams (HSS), while ICMEs had a significant contribution in

2004 (Asikainen and Ruopsa, 2016). The Richardson and Cane

ICME list (http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/DATA/

level3/icmetable2.htm) reports 20 ICMEs in the near-Earth

solar wind in 2004, while in 2007 only 2 ICMEs were

identified. It is also interesting to note that in 2007 there

were frequent high dynamics pressure intervals, presumably

related to compression at SIRs.

3.1 Geomagnetic activity vs. ULF wave
activity

As an indicator of the geomagnetic activity we use the hourly

maximum of the AE index (AEmax). Because it can vary multiple

orders of magnitude, we use logarithm of the AE index

(log10AEmax) in the mutual information and correlation

coefficient calculations. Figure 2 shows the results of the

correlation analysis calculated with different time offsets (τ)

ranging from −96 to +96 h for both years. We calculate the

MI (blue dots) and ρP (black dots) between the AE index andULF

wave activity, [log10AEmax(t), Tgeo∕gr (t + τ)]. Positive time offset

indicates that the changes in AE index precede the ULF wave

power, whereas negative time offset would imply the opposite

(i.e., corresponding changes observed in AE index at time twould

be observed in ULF wave index at time t + τ for positive time

offset and t − |τ| for negative τ).

Figure 2 shows that the mutual information and Pearson

correlation peak with zero time offset (τmax = 0) for

[log10AEmax(t), Tgeo∕gr (t + τ)] in case of both the

geosynchronous and ground based ULF wave indices. The

time offset of the maximum value of the mutual information

τmax, maximum mutual information MI, the information

adjusted correlation ρadj (calculated from the mutual

information using Equation 6), and the corresponding

Pearson correlation coefficient ρP are listed in Table 1. The

information adjusted correlation is slightly higher than the

Pearson correlation for all investigated cases suggesting some

non-linear dependencies between AE and ULF wave activity.

For 2004 the Pearson correlation and information adjusted

correlation are the same for both geosynchronous and ground

based ULF wave indices. For 2007 the Pearson correlation is

also within the error limits for both ULF indices and the

difference in the information adjusted correlation is not

FIGURE 2
Calculation of the MI and Pearson correlation coefficient for [log10AEmax(t), Tgeo (t + τ)] and [log10AEmax(t), Tgr (t + τ)], where τ varies between ±
96 h. Tgeo and Tgr are the global ULF indices for geosynchronous and ground-based observations, respectively. Panels (A) and (B) show results from
year 2004 and panels (C) and (D) show results from 2007. The blue dots show the calculated MI and black dots indicate the linear Pearson correlation
coefficient. The positive time offset indicates that AE index would precede the ULF wave indices and the negative time offset indicates the
opposite. The orange line indicates the zero baseline.
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significant. We calculate the non-linearity defined by Equation

7. There are no significant differences in the non-linearity

between the geomagnetically more (2004) and less (2007)

active years and the geosyncrhonous and ground based ULF

wave indices.

Figure 3 shows the map of the pointwise mutual information

(PMI) calculated for the zero time offset, i.e., when the mutual

information and Pearson correlation peak (Figure 2). The color

scale of the PMI map is saturated at values ≤ −1 and ≥ 1, to
highlight the areas where the log10AEmax and the ULF indices

occur 2 times less/more frequently (2PMI) than would be expected

from independent variables. Overall, the maps look similar for

both geosynchronous and groundbased ULF indices (left and

right column, respectively) and years (top row 2004 and bottom

row 2007). A few stronger geomagnetic storms occurred in

2004 and, therefore, AE index and also the ULF wave indices

reach higher values in 2004 than in 2007. The lowest ULF wave

activity (< − 0.5 for Tgeo and < 1.0 for Tgr) always occurs with

the log10AEmax < 2 (AEmax < 100 nT). The PMI map also shows

the general positive correlation between AE index and the ULF

wave indices. High ULF wave activity rarely occurs with low AE

index, and the ULF wave power is always elevated during intense

AE activity. The largest ULF wave index values can occur over

broad range of AE activity, also during the times of relatively

weak AE activity (log10AEmax ~ 2.7 i.e. AEmax ~ 500 nT). These

are likely caused by periods of increased dynamic pressure or

high solar wind speed during northward IMF that can generate

ULF wave activity as mentioned in the Introduction.

TABLE 1 Maximum value of the Mutual Information at time offset τmax, the corresponding information adjusted correlation, ρadj, and Pearson
correlation coefficient, ρP, with the time offset τmax for [log10AEmax(t), Tgeo (t + τ)] and [log10AEmax(t), Tgr (t + τ)].

Year T τmax(h) MI ρadj ρP 1 − |ρP|/ρadj

2004 Tgeo 0 0.65 ± 0.01 0.770 ± 0.004 0.72 ± 0.03 0.06

2004 Tgr 0 0.65 ± 0.01 0.770 ± 0.005 0.72 ± 0.03 0.06

2007 Tgeo 0 0.58 ± 0.01 0.742 ± 0.005 0.70 ± 0.04 0.06

2007 Tgr 0 0.60 ± 0.01 0.753 ± 0.004 0.72 ± 0.03 0.05

FIGURE 3
PMI map of the log10AEmax and the geosynchronous ULF wave index Tgeo and ground based Tgr, in panels (A) and (B) from year 2004 and panels
(C) and (D) from year 2007. The color scale is saturated at values > 1 and < − 1, to highlight the areas where the log10AEmax and Tgeo∕gr occur more
than twice or less than half as frequently (2PMI) as would be expected if the variables were independent.
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3.2 Geomagnetic activity vs. electron
precipitation

Next, we investigate the relationship between the AE index

and electron precipitation. We calculate MI and Pearson

correlation coefficient for the logarithm of hourly maximum

value of AE ([log10 AEmax(t), log10 (Jprecip) (t + τ)], separately for

three different energy ranges (30–100 keV, 100–300 keV and

> 300 keV) and for four different MLT sections (0–6, 6–12,

12–18, 18–24 MLT). We use the logarithm of the Jprecip
because it can vary over five orders of magnitude during the

observed time period. Figure 4 shows the mutual information

(blue dots) and Pearson correlation coefficient (black) with

different time offsets ranging from ±96 h from year 2004 (as

in Figure 2). Columns show the different MLT regions and rows

corresponds to the different energy ranges. Positive time offset

again indicates that the changes in AE precede the precipitation

and negative would imply the opposite. Figure 4 shows that

electron precipitation in the 30–100 keV range has a clear peak in

both mutual information and Pearson correlations at all MLT

sectors. In the dawn sector the peak is quite narrow, but the peak

spreads and has lower correlation values in the dusk sector. The

tails at positive time lags are more pronounced showing that

variations in AE precede variation in electron precipitation, as

expected. Results from 2007 overall show similar behaviour (see

Supplementary Figure S1).

For both years investigated, τmax, maximum MI, the

information adjusted correlation ρadj (calculated using Eq. 6)

and corresponding ρP are listed in Table 2 and illustrated in

Figure 5 as a function of MLT sector. The y-axis of the panels on

the top row show the correlation coefficient and the bottom panel

shows the non-linearity (Equation 7). For both 2004 and 2007,

ρadj and ρP are considerably higher in the dawn side (0–6 and

6–12 MLT regions) than during the dusk hours (12–18 MLT and

18–24 MLT). The Pearson correlation coefficient decreases more

when moving from early morning to evening MLTs than the

information corrected correlation and, therefore, the non-

linearity (Equation 7) is larger at dusk hours than at dawn

hours as can be seen in the bottom panel of Figure 5. This

indicates that the relationship between the AE index and

precipitation of 30–100 keV electrons is more non-linear in

the dusk side of the magnetosphere than at dawn. It is also

interesting to note that the time lag of the maximum adjusted

correlation increases with MLT. The lag is 0 at 0–6 MLT section,

1 h at 6–12 MLT and finally 2 h in the dusk corresponding to the

eastward drift period of ~30 keV equatorial electrons. The

FIGURE 4
Calculation of the MI (blue) and Pearson correlation coefficient (black) between log10AEmax and log10 (J30−100) (top row), log10 (J100−300) (middle
row), and log10 (J>300) (bottom row) from 2004with different time offsets [log10AEmax(t), log10(J) (t+ τ)]. Columns show the results from different MLT
regions. The orange line is the zero baseline.
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information adjusted correlation has similar values for both

2004 and 2007, while the Pearson correlation is higher and

therefore, non-linearity is smaller for the geomagnetically less

active year 2007.

The correlation analysis of the precipitation of 100–300 keV

electrons (see Table 2 and Figures 4, 5) shows similar behavior as

the results for the 30–100 keV electrons discussed above. Both

non-linear and Pearson correlation peak at 6–12 MLT region,

and the Pearson correlation is smaller on the dusk side of the

magnetosphere than in the dawn. The ρadj values are overall

slightly lower for the 100–300 keV electrons than for the

30–100 keV electrons. The non-linearity behaves also quite

similarly for the 100–300 keV electrons as for the 30–100 keV

electrons, except in the dusk the drop in the Pearson correlation

is more significant and therefore the increase in the non-linearity

from dawn to dusk is larger.

Finally, the results clearly show that for the highest energy

electrons (> 300 keV), the correlation of the AE index and

electron precipitation behave differently from the precipitation

of the lower energy electrons. The information adjusted

correlation remains between 0.60 and 0.67 for all MLTs. The

absolute value of the Pearson correlation is low (< 0.3) and it

changes sign with different time offsets as can be seen on the

bottom row of Figure 4 and from Table 2. In some cases the

Pearson correlation coefficient and MI peak with different time

offsets (τmax indicates the maximum MI), however, the Pearson

correlation coefficient indicates low correlation at all time offsets

between the AE index and the higher energy electrons (Figure 4).

The PMI maps for AE index and electron precipitation at

different energy ranges and MLT regions from year 2004 are

shown in Figure 6 (from 2007 see Supplementary Figure S2). The

maps are constructed using the time offset of maximumMI (τmax

TABLE 2 Maximum value of the Mutual Information at time offset τmax, the information adjusted correlation, ρadj, and Pearson correlation coefficient
ρP, for AE index and electron precipitation in three different energy ranges [log10AEmax(t), log10 (Jprecip) (t + τ)]. The value in the parenthesis in τmax

column indicate if the maximum of the ρP occur at different τ than maximum of the MI at τmax, the corresponding ρP is given in the parenthesis in the
sixth column.

Year MLT τmax (h) MI ρadj ρP 1 − |ρP|/ρadj

30–100 keV

2004 0–6 0 0.81 ± 0.01 0.821 ± 0.003 0.78 ± 0.03 0.05

2004 6–12 1 0.86 ± 0.01 0.834 ± 0.003 0.80 ± 0.03 0.04

2004 12–18 2 0.46 ± 0.01 0.689 ± 0.007 0.60 ± 0.03 0.13

2004 18–24 2 0.47 ± 0.01 0.691 ± 0.008 0.57 ± 0.03 0.18

2007 0–6 0 0.91 ± 0.01 0.847 ± 0.003 0.83 ± 0.03 0.02

2007 6–12 1 0.84 ± 0.01 0.830 ± 0.003 0.81 ± 0.03 0.02

2007 12–18 2 0.61 ± 0.01 0.754 ± 0.004 0.72 ± 0.03 0.05

2007 18–24 2 0.45 ± 0.01 0.678 ± 0.006 0.59 ± 0.03 0.13

100–300 keV

2004 0–6 0 0.49 ± 0.01 0.700 ± 0.006 0.59 ± 0.03 0.16

2004 6–12 1 0.69 ± 0.01 0.785 ± 0.004 0.72 ± 0.03 0.08

2004 12–18 2 0.42 ± 0.01 0.662 ± 0.007 0.48 ± 0.03 0.24

2004 18–24 2 (3) 0.31 ± 0.01 0.591 ± 0.009 0.33 (0.34) ± 0.04 0.44

2007 0–6 0 0.63 ± 0.01 0.761 ± 0.004 0.71 ± 0.03 0.07

2007 6–12 1 0.68 ± 0.01 0.781 ± 0.004 0.73 ± 0.03 0.07

2007 12–18 2 0.51 ± 0.01 0.713 ± 0.005 0.63 ± 0.03 0.12

2007 18–24 2 (15) 0.350 ± 0.01 0.620 ± 0.008 0.46 (0.49) ± 0.03 0.26

> 300 keV

2004 0–6 0 (45) 0.24 ± 0.01 0.534 ± 0.01 0.09 (0.18) ± 0.04 0.83

2004 6–12 0 (27) 0.35 ± 0.01 0.618 ± 0.006 0.22 (0.25) ± 0.03 0.64

2004 12–18 0 0.30 ± 0.01 0.58 ± 0.01 −0.25 ± 0.03 0.57

2004 18–24 0 (75) 0.28 ± 0.01 0.567 ± 0.01 −0.13 (0.17) ± 0.03 0.77

2007 0–6 69 0.25 ± 0.01 0.54 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.03 0.42

2007 6–12 76 (51) 0.28 ± 0.01 0.57 ± 0.01 0.33 (0.35) ± 0.03 0.42

2007 12–18 83 0.29 ± 0.01 0.58 ± 0.01 0.36 ± 0.03 0.38

2007 18–24 -1 (86) 0.29 ± 0.01 0.57 ± 0.01 −0.11 (0.25) ± 0.04 0.81
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FIGURE 5
Top row shows information adjusted correlation and Pearson correlation coefficient between AE index and 30–100 keV precipitation (left
column), 100–300 keV precipitation (middle column), and >300 keV precipitation (right). The bottom row shows the non-linearity (1 − |ρP|/ρadj) for
each evaluated energy range. The darker colored data points indicate ρP and lighter color ρadj. Circles indicate results from 2004 and diamonds from
2007.

FIGURE 6
PMI map of log10AEmax and log10 (J30−100) (top row), log10 (J100−300) (middle row), and log10 (J>300) (bottom row) from 2004. The columns show
results from different MLT regions. Each panel is plotted with the time offset τmax indicated in Table 2. The color scale is saturated at values > 1 and
< − 1, to highlight the areas where the log10AEmax and log10 (Jprecip) occur more than twice or less than half as frequently (2PMI) as would be expected
if the variables were independent.
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in Table 2) for the [log10AEmax(t), log J30−100keV (t + τmax)].

Again, the dark red (blue) regions show where the PMI ≥ 1

(≤ − 1), meaning that the pair of values occurs more than twice

(less than half) as often together as would be expected from

independent variables. These PMI maps show the change in the

correlation between the AE index and the precipitating electron

flux from dawn hours (0–12 MLT) to the dusk hours

(12–24 MLT) and with increasing energy. For both

30–100 keV and 100–300 keV electrons the logarithm of the

precipitating electron flux log (Jprecip) remains below 4 during

the quiet geomagnetic activity (i.e., AEmax < 300 nT) showing

that there is no strong precipitation at geomagnetically quiet

times. Strong precipitation (log (Jprecip) > 5) can occur with wide

range of AE values during medium and high activity (AEmax >
300 nT). The PMI map for > 300 keV electrons show no linear

correlation. During quiet times (AEmax < 300 nT) the PMI is

positive around log (Jprecip) ≈ 3 but at those flux values the PMI

becomes negative with increasing AE index. The lower (log

(Jprecip) < 2.5) and higher (log (Jprecip) > 3.5) fluxes occur

more likely during increased geomagnetic activity instead.

This might suggest that during increased geomagnetic activity

the flux of higher energy electrons can get either increased or

depleted. This could happen also in a few cases for the

100–300 keV electrons in the dusk (12–18 and 18–24 MLT

sections), where PMI gets positive values also for low

precipitating electron fluxes (log (Jprecip) ≈ 2) during medium

geomagnetic activity.

4 Discussion and conclusions

In this paper, we used mutual information from information

theory to study the linear and non-linear dependencies between

the AE index as the indicator of the level of geomagnetic activity,

Pc5 ULF wave activity given by the global ULF wave index and

electron precipitation. We evaluate the correlations for the AE

index and electron precipitation separately for three different

medium energy ranges (30–100 keV, 100–300 keV, and

> 300 keV) and for four MLT regions (0–6, 6–12, 12–18,

18–24). We compared the results from two full years

2004 and 2007 representing geomagnetically more active and

more quiet years, respectively. We used the logarithm of the

hourly maximum of the AE index for the mutual information

and the Pearson correlation coefficient calculation. We note that

the calculated electron precipitation is just estimation of the total

precipitated flux that could be overestimated during periods of

high trapped flux and underestimated during time periods of low

trapped flux but high precipitated flux.

Radiation belt electrons at medium energies from tens to a

few hundreds of keVs that are injected from the magnetotail

during substorms are typically called source electrons as they act

as the source of the whistler mode chorus waves. Previous studies

have shown that both the precipitating and trapped electrons

within this energy range in the outer radiation belts are well

correlated with the AE index (e.g. Katsavrias et al., 2021; Nesse

Tyssøy et al., 2021). Our results are consistent with the previous

studies and show that both the mutual information and Pearson

correlation coefficient between AE index and electron

precipitation in the energy ranges 30–100 keV and

100–300 keV indicate strong linear correlation (ρP > 0.78) on

the dawn side of the magnetosphere. A recent statistical analysis

over a full solar cycle of daily averaged data by Nesse Tyssøy et al.

(2021) showed that the AE index is a good proxy for the

precipitation of ≥ 30keV energy electrons. The authors used

electron precipitation from NOAA/POES at three energy

ranges (> 43 keV, > 114 keV and > 292 keV), and found that

the electrons from the lowest of these energy ranges respond to

the AE fastest and the correlation is largest, while the correlation

decreases and the time lag increases with increasing energy of the

precipitating electrons being 2 days for the > 292 keV electrons.

This is consistent especially with year 2007 (see Table 2;

Supplementary), where the non-linear and linear correlation

increases with larger time offsets especially at MLT sectors

6–12 and 12–18.

The drift period of equatorial electrons within the

30–100 keV energy range at L shells 5 to 7 varies between

1 and 5 h. These times correspond well with the increasing

time lag of the maximum information adjusted correlation

between the AE index and the electron precipitation. At MLTs

0–6 the correlation peaks within the first hour (0 time lag). As

the electrons drift eastward the MI peaks with one hour time

lag at the MLT 6–12 and in the dusk side of the magnetosphere

the time lag is two hours. As the electrons drift they excite

chorus waves. This generation process itself causes

precipitation of source energy electrons and the chorus

waves also start interacting and causing precipitation of

seed energy (~ 300 − 700 keV) electrons. The time lags for

the peak mutual information between AE and higher energy

electrons ( > 300 keV) occur at zero time offset for 2004 and

multiple days for 2007 (Table 2). The linear correlation

coefficients peak with couple of days delay also for 2004,

although the Pearson correlation values indicate no

significant ( ≤ 0.3 for 2004) or low correlation ( ≤ 0.36 for

2007). These results could reflect the dominance of

precipitating of seed energy electrons that start immediately

as the chorus waves are generated. The effect progresses

gradually to higher energies (e.g., Jaynes et al., 2015b).

We find that the linear Pearson correlation between the AE

index and electron precipitation in the energy range from

30–300 keV decrease from dawn to dusk, while the decrease

in the mutual information (and the information adjusted

correlation) is relatively smaller with MLT compared to the

Pearson correlation. Our results, therefore, indicate that the

linear statistical dependence between the AE index and

precipitating electrons is stronger at MLTs< 12, while

relationship appears to be more non-linear from noon to
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evening sector (MLT> 12). Previous studies have shown that the

chorus wave activity driven by the source electrons injected from

the magnetotail during the substorm activity have been found to

correlate well with the precipitation of the 30–100 keV electrons

outside the plasmapause (e.g., Lam et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2014).

Chorus waves are mainly exited between 0–12 MLT (e.g.,

Meredith et al., 2020), therefore, it is likely that they are the

main cause of the high linear correlation observed between AE

index and 30–300 keV electron precipitation at dawn. The cause

of the persisting non-linear relationship between AE index and

the precipitating electrons at dusk may be related to excitation of

multiple different wave modes and their combined effect of

scattering the electrons to the loss cone. In the dusk, the

EMIC waves are the dominating cause of the precipitation of

the MeV electrons, but they have been found to be responsible

also of precipitation of sub-MeV electrons down to ~ 100 keV

(e.g., Blum et al., 2019; Hendry et al., 2019). Other possible wave

modes that are known to precipitate electrons from a few tens to a

few hundred keV range at dusk are magnetosonic mode (e.g., Ma

et al., 2016) and hiss (inside the plasmasphere) (e.g., Ma et al.,

2021). Another factor causing larger non-linearity in the dusk

may be the related to the changes and asymmetries of the electron

convection and drift trajectories. Some electrons that drift

around the Earth might get lost from the radiation belts

before they reach the dusk side or they may end up outside

the L shell range investigated in this study.

The Pearson correlation coefficient between the AE index

and the electron precipitation at energies 30–100 keV and

100–300 keV is lower for geomagnetically more active year

2004 than for a quieter year 2007 within all other MLT

sectors except 6–12, where the high correlation between AE

index and electron precipitation is maintained for different solar

cycle phases even when typical drivers of geomagnetic activity are

different. The difference in the information adjusted correlation

between the 2 years is smaller than difference in the linear

correlations. In 2004 significant part of the observed

geomagnetic activity is driven by ICMEs while in 2007 the

activity is mainly caused by SIRs and HSSs (e.g. Asikainen

and Ruopsa, 2016; Kilpua et al., 2017). Previous studies have

shown that the geomagnetic activity driven by ICMEs is different

from HSS driven activity (e.g., Holappa et al., 2014; Asikainen

and Ruopsa, 2016). ICMEs are responsible for driving intense

geomagnetic storm and the magnetospheric response can vary

depending on the properties of the ICMEs (e.g., Borovsky and

Denton, 2006), while the substorm process is mainly driven by

HHSs (e.g., Tanskanen et al., 2005). Therefore, our results

indicate that during geomagnetic activity driven by SIRs and

HSSs, the dependency between the AE index and electron

precipitation remains more linear while the ICME driven

activity cause the response of the inner magnetospheric

processes leading to particle precipitation on the dusk side to

become more non-linear because ICMEs cause strong and rapid

changes in the inner magnetosphere that could vary significantly

depending on the properties of the ICMEs.

The non-linearity of the correlation between the AE index

and the global ULF wave indices is small for both

geosynchronous and groundbased indices. The Pearson

correlation coefficient is a little bit smaller than the

information adjusted correlation suggesting that some non-

linearities could be present but they are not very significant.

The correlation coefficients between the AE index and the

global ULF wave indices do not show significant difference

between the 2 years studied. The information adjusted

correlation is slightly smaller for 2007 than 2004, but the

difference does not impact the non-linearity significantly.

Therefore, the correlation analysis of the AE index and

global Pc5 ULF wave indices suggest that the level of the

non-linearity does not depend on the level of the geomagnetic

activity or its driver (ICMEs in 2004 and SIRs ans HSSs in

2007 as discussed above).

In summary, this study shows that non-linearity of the

correlation between the geomagnetic activity indicated by the

AE index and the precipitation of the medium energy electrons is

dependent on the energy of the electrons and MLT. The non-

linear correlation between the AE index and electrons in the

energy ranges 30–100 keV and 100–300 keV persist at all MLTs

while the significant linear dependence is only present on the pre-

noon hours. The linear correlation between the AE index and

the electron precipitation is also lower during the

geomagnetically more active year when larger portion of the

geomagnetic activity is driven by ICMEs. This suggests that

during the geomagnetic activity driven by ICMEs the

magnetosphere becomes more non-linear or there is a larger

variability between each ICME driven storm compared to SIR

and HSS driven activity. The correlation analysis between the

AE index and ULF Pc5 indices, on the other hand, shows that

the non-linearity between the geomagnetic activity and ULF

Pc5 wave activity is not very high and it is not affected by the

different drivers and intensity of the geomagnetic activity of the

2 years studied.
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